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Abstract 

An extensive sea ice e>qx~riment wぉ conductedin EぉtAnta陀 ticmぉona1sea ice area. The primary 

o同町tiveof血ee却 erimentwぉ 旬 validatesea ice products 即位ieved企omnew passive microwave 

satellite S紅白ors,AMSR and AtvISR-E and also to邸 sess也eperformance of conventional algorithms. New 

instruments to meas凶 eice thickness and snow depth over sea ice were also tested. The challenge was to 

collect enoughぬ句 SU伍cientenough to validate AMSR and AMSR-E ha羽ngwide pix.el size. To 

overcome血is,foぽ differenttype~ of daぬhavingdi臨時nt宙開1coverage and altitude, in situぬ担金om

ice s旬tionsand helicopter floe hopping, aerial pho初1graphyand video and along由加ck山政問ayぬ担were

obtained. All仕ieseda包 complementeach o血.erand combined with visible range satelli飴ぬ包， h

validation process is completed. 

1‘Introduction 

An句retieRemote Ice Sensing E碍eriment(ARISE），ぉ p制 ofVoyage 1 of RSV Aurora Australis for 

2003/04挺おonwas carried oほma region o首theEast An抱retiecoぉt.The voyage wぉ 49days long, 

合om11 September to 30 October~ of which 30 days were dedicated to血eARおEprogram.官邸program

W邸 ajoint international effort ( ov釘 20institutions合om6 di能：rentnations) to survey血esea ice and 

snow covぽ conditionsm出earea bowided by 64・65° Sand 112-119° E (Fig. 1), wi出版main戸時ose

being ω鉛 quiredata for validation of bo也 conventionaland new satelli色鉛aice sensing sys包msusing 

various ins位uments.

Ja伊n岱 egroup focused on vali也血1gADEOS II AMSR (Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiome町）

sea ice prod山 ts，出roughinsi加， underwayand aerial data acquisition. 

Validation process is now underway. Data compiled during the voyage are being compared with AMSR 

data, also wi血visiblerange satellite data to extend血espatial coverage. 
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2. Program overview 

Fig.I Ship’s route between Hobart, 

Tasmania and Antarctica. Onset map shows 

也carea in where the ARISE program was 

conducted. (cACE CRC, 2003) 

Passive microwave remote sensing of sea ice in both north and south poles dates back to 1972, started 

wi也da句 collectionby Elec凶callyScanning Microwave Radiometer (ESMR）泊theNimbus 5 (Cavalieri, 

1992). Improvement of satellite microwave radiometers have been attempted by various nations and two 

new radiometers, AMSR (Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometers) onboard Japanese satellite 

ADEOS II and AMSR-E onboard NASA’s AQUA were launched in 2002. ARISE was aimed to validate 

sea ice concen仕ationand extent, ice physical temperature and snow cover on sea ice re甘ievedby血enew 

sensors. An a抗emptto validate and quantiちrerror characteristics to improve the existing ice concentration 

algorithms such as出eBoots甘apalgorithm (Comiso, et al., 1997), was also a key component of血is

expenment. 

Measurement s凶 tegyto collect su旺icientdata, to adequately validate AMSR and AMSR-E data products, 

consisted of ice stations, helicopter floe hopping, aerial photography and video filming and underway data 

collections from ship-home sensors. 

2.1 Ice stations 

In order to obtain detailed in situ data on snow and ice properties, 13 ice stations were carried out. During 

the stations, which lasted for about 5 hours each, 50嗣 1OOm transects were laid and snow and ice thickness, 

ice企eeboardand snow/ice mterface t白npera旬開 weremeasured at 1 m interval. Three snow pit works and 

ice core collections wぽeconducted at Om, 50m and 1 OOm points of each仕ansect.Ice cores were later 

processed and analysed in cold room for sea ice s甘ucturalstudies. Exceptions were station 4, which lasted 

for three days and位ansects仕etchedto由ree500m lines, and station 6 where only snow depth was 

me部 ured.

0th町 icestation works involved the measurements of ice thickness by EMis (Electro Magnetic Induction 

devices）企omAus仕aliangroup and Japanese group, Gennan ground pene甘atingradar and new radar 

sys旬mdeveloped by Radar Systems & Remote Sensing Laboratory, University of Kansas, for measuring 

ice and snow thickness. Data企omthese instruments were calibrated against measurements of snow 
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thickness and ice血icknessalong凶 nsects.

Although da旬 ac年.riredat each ice stぬonsareonly ‘point’da句 comparedto the resolution of AMSR and 

Aiv1SR圃 E，白eywill help us develop mぽ eW1ders加1dingof paraine加 saffec出1g鈍 telliteobserved da包

and enhance conventional algori白msand perhaps develop new ones. 

2ユHelicopterfloe hopping 

Ice physical tempera知reand snow cov1ぽ thicknessover s関 icea問問W S砲ndardproducts. One of血e

Au錨 al抱ngro1早’sfoe凶 esofせ凶e却erimentwお tovalidate those produc匂.In order釦 achievethis at the 

AMSR pixel (I 0km) scale, snow/ice interface temperature and snow thickness were measured on 

numぽO凶 floesof different regimes. And the me創世emen包 wereaveraged Each floe w部 accessedby 

helicopter and snow thickness wぉ m偲 S町 edat up to 40 di除 rentlocations and snow/ice interface 

temperature at about 8 locations. Total number of floe accessed w邸 181.

2.3 Aerial J)hotographing and video filming 

Ano出ぽ S国民gj'to OV釘 come出elarge AMSR pixel size w：ぉ aerialdigi恒lphoぬgraphingcon出ctedby 

Aus回 liangroup and aerial video filming by Japan偲 cgroup. Both aimed at collec出g也知fぽ comparison

W也 純 白lli臼 derivedsぬ icecon叩 1回 tion.Aus回 liandigi凶 stillcamera (Nikon Dlx) w.郡白凶tothe 

floor window on one of the helicop町 sonboard viewing the surface v的 cally,and pho如graphingfrom 

5000 feet in altitude. TI1ey successfully comple総d7 fligh包 on5 clear days，飽d l創出gOV釘 2hours. 

Digital photographs訂 ein hi-coloぽ TIFFformat and will be made into mosaic images. 

Japanese video cam自主主（SONYTRV-900) w：ぉ alsomountβd加出ehelicop加担oorwindow looking 

vertically down, wi血 thecalculated image width being around 21 （沿n企om8000 feet above s伺 level.

Video wぉ recordedin progressive scan which makes wおo句 解明白 15separate frames per second, and 

enables smoother cons加 .ctionof continuous mosaic images. 

Filming w邸側古edout on 19 October when the wea出ぽ conditionwas mo坑 favo留めlei.e. cloudleぉ

condition.百1efliゆtwぉ nearly出reehours long however the actual recorded videoお側geof use for 

valiぬtionp田poseis about 60 minutes long. It follows the s11ip’s回 ckm血efirst 30 minu旬s,s旬均ngat

around 65° 27' S, I 09 ° 301 E going almost due north p創出esh中， anduntil cloud cover 潟市dto 

appear at釘ound64° 05' S. 

Foo也gecovers岡部itionalg飽食omv回γ白血 new ice of about 5-10ロnm出icknessforming ov町

coお同lpol戸tya,to unconsolidated or small broken up floes of a few蜘 sof meters 1n diameters l耶 b

about 70cm耐えめ consolidaぉdl田-gefloes ex蜘 dingぬ afew hundred me尉 'Sto kilome民 S伺 leand 

thickness around l m. 
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百1isvideo filming proved to be an ex仕・emelyuseful validation tool. Not only it gave us wide areal 

coverage, it clearly shows thin new ice over coastal polynya which is hard to distinguish in MODIS 

images that will be used as a medium resolution validation data. Mosaic images developed企omthe video 

footage (Fig. 2) will be used as a reference to MODIS泊iagesin the actual validation process of AMSR 

derived sea ice concen仕ation.

2.4 Underway data 

Fig.2. Example of a mosaic image 

cons甘ucted企omaerial video footage. 

Supplementing恥 datafrom above three types of observations are underway data collected along由e

ship’s仕ack.Japanese group installed two 8mm analogue video cameras (SONY TR・11), one on the rail 

above the bridge (herein after referred to as roof deck camera) viewing the町eas仕aightahead of the ship 

and another one on白eport side rail. looking downwards (side camera). 

Roof deck camera w部 usedfor continuously recording of ice conditions along the ship’s仕ack(Fig. 3). 

Aerial video da旬 isalso complemented by video footage企omroof deck c出nerabecause roof deck camera 

gives a closer look at sea ice and can show smaller scale detail than aerial video i.e. differentiate open 

water and ice with thickness of less than 5 cm that is hard to achieve with aerial video alone. More details 

on the utilization of roof deck c創nerawill be given in a later section.百四totalduration of roof deck video 

footage is nearly 140 hours. 

Side camera was used to film ice floes turning on its side as the ship breaks ice (Fig. 4). Ice thickness can 

be measured visually by selecting floes白atturn almost 90° on its side showing the broken facies. About 
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130 hours of video footage企omside c出nerawas collected. 

Fig.3 One scene from roof deck camera Fig.4 One scene企omside camera 

3. Validation of sea ice concentration derived from AMSR/AMSR-E data 

Here we will briefly present社1emethod for validation of sea ice concen仕ationderived企om

AMSR瓜MSR・E,using data acquired during ARISE and satellite data acquired later. 

The primary tool泊出evalidation process is the images企omMODIS in the visible 250m channel, 

although da抱 collecteddu出 gARISE is indispensable. MODIS achieves wide spatial coverage and 

relatively high resolution at the same time. Cloud企eeimages will be selected and of desired紅 eawill be 

cut out. 

First, within the cut-out image ofMODIS, pixels with sea ice cover and open water will be distinguished. 

η1is is achieved by determining threshold DN (Digital Number) value in grey scale which differentiate sea 

ice and open water. Both images企omroof deck camera and aerial video are effective泊 threshold

determination because of difficulty in detecting白血 newice in MODIS images as discussed h血e

previous section.百1eimage will then be made泊tobinary image, giving white or 1 for pixel wi血 seaice 

coverage and black or O for open water. 

Then to determine ice concen仕ation,the number of pi文elswi也 value1 will be counted wi也in10km grid 

corresponding to 1 pixel of AMSR/ AMSR圃E.For example, if the 10km. grid has 1600 pixels with 1, then 

the concen甘ationis 100% and if 800 pixels, then the concen仕ationis 50%. 

Sea ice concen甘ationimages derived企omAMSR品MSR-Eand MOSDIS are compared and the e町or

percen阻geof AMSR/i凶1SR・Ewill be calculated. The target eηor percentage for ice concen仕ation

product is below 10%. 

4. Concluding remarks 

ARISE was one of the most extensive programs ever conducted泊白CAntarctic sea to collect various 

types of measurements on sea ice.百1ep巾n訂yo句ectiveof the progr田nwas acquisition of data to validate 

new satellite sensors and existent sea ice products. To overcome large pixel size of satellite microwave 

radiometers, detailed也 si同 da同， helicopterfloe hopping, aerial photographing and video filming and 
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continuous along-the圃wayda胞 werestrategically ac伊 ired.Also, several new type s組 問服部 百・emen匂

were c剖Tiedout during the progr祖n.

As for血eJapanese effort to valida旬 AMSR此MSR-Ed出 veds胞ndardsea ice products, method is 

established and is now m由eanalysis process.百1eres叫包areexpected to come out shortly and it is much 

anticipa旬dthat eπorpぽ・cen臼.geto be carefully assessed and algorithms be improved. 

Fmせ1ぽ validationsare already planned for 2004 and 2005. In February 2004, similar but small町 scale

progt溜n出anARISE will be conducted in the Sea of Okhotsk using Japan Coast Guard patrol boat SOYA. 

Validation using air-borne microwave radiometer onboard NASA P3 aircraft m血eWedell and 

Bellingshausen/ Amundsen S飽 are邸 ofAntarctica will take place in Septembぽ 2004，ぉAASI(An匂rctic

AMSR-E Sea Ice) campaign. AASI is also planned for Septemb釘 2005in the Ross Sea areas‘ 
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